
SAVE MONEY & PROTECT 
YOUR FREIGHT WITH 

MODE SHIFT
OVERVIEW
Shippers of chemical products are primarily concerned with hazmat certifications and 
freeze protection in the winter.  Finding capacity and available drivers with such precise 
requirements can be a challenge in the current environment.  With budget constraints 
looming, a mode shift solution emerged, saving the company transportation budget dollars, 
adding delivery e�iciency and reassurance their products would not freeze in the winter.

WHAT WAS THE PROBLEM?
When you ship drums of chemicals, your greatest concern is most likely the safety of the 
public.  Hazmat certified partners are required to safeguard the transport of your shipments. 
For this chemical shipper, requirements increase further as the temperatures drop in the 
winter.  Ensuring their customers, manufacturing and automotive facilities, receive the 
chemical products in tact during the winter is critical.

When temperatures freeze for a prolonged period of time, finding a truckload carrier with 
hazmat certifications and freeze protection is not easy.

In addition to Freeze Protection service, cost became a major concern for this chemical 
shipper.  Shipping Volume LTL was exceeding their transportation budget.  Sometimes called 
a partial truckload, Volume LTL is any shipment that is larger than 5,000 pounds, six pallets or 
more and is comprised of anywhere between 12 and 32 linear feet of space in a trailer.

WHAT WAS THE SOLUTION PITT OHIO DEVELOPED?
Through conversations with the shipper, the PITT OHIO Sales Representative uncovered the 
pain points the customer was experiencing.  The first concern addressed was the customers 
transportation budget with a suggestion to shift modes and increase the amount of product 
shipped to the manufacturing and automotive facilities.  The chemical company would now 
require an entire trailer for deliveries and would benefit from truckload freight rates versus 
Volume LTL rates.

By contracting an entire heated trailer throughout the winter, the chemical company was 
able to ship more pallets per trailer.  PITT OHIO limits pallets per freeze protection shipment. 
To guarantee driver availability and trailer space, and to keep costs within their budget, 
especiallythroughout the cold winter months, PITT OHIO petitioned hazmat certified sister 
company, U.S. Cargo.

U.S. Cargo contracted 3 lanes with the chemical shipper to execute same day deliveries 
using a PITT OHIO heated trailer.  Without freeze protection equipment in their fleet, 
U.S. Cargo coordinates the heated trailers with the PITT OHIO terminal in advance and 
has a driver ready to meet any delivery requirements.  A U.S. Cargo driver takes their tractor 
over to PITT OHIO’s Toledo, Ohio terminal and borrows a heated trailer.  The driver picks 
up the freight, makes a direct delivery, and then returns the trailer back to PITT OHIO, 
all within the same day.

CASE STUDY

RESULTS/ 
OUTCOMES
The chemical company saved 
transportation budget dollars, 
gained delivery e�iciency and 
reassurance their products would 
not freeze in the winter.

The chemical company is committed 
to maintaining their presence in the 
market as a preeminent resource by 
providing the highest level of 
optimum service. The safe and 
intact delivery of their chemicals to 
their customers is an important part 
in their mission. PITT OHIO and U.S. 
Cargo serve as an extension to the 
commitment of optimum service 
made by the chemical company.

The chemical company eliminated 
delivery delays because U.S. Cargo 
executed same day pickup and 
delivery. The direct shipment 
solution also gave the company 
peace of mind their products would 
not freeze while in transit.

The chemical company was 
extremely happy with the solution 
throughout the winter, they are 
continuing the partnership with 
PITT OHIO and U.S. Cargo in the 
warmer months when a heated 
trailer is not required.
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